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NEW QUESTION: 1
What BGP attribute is mostly likely to influence a remote AS
that you do not peer with?
A. This is not possible given the local scope of BGP
B. MED
C. Local preference
D. AS path
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
Based on the information given, which switch will be elected

root bridge and why?
A. Switch B, because it has the highest MAC address
B. Switch A, because it has the lowest MAC address
C. Switch D, because it has the highest priority
D. Switch A, because it is the most centrally located switch
E. Switch C, because it has the lowest priority
F. Switch C, because it is the most centrally located switch
Answer: E
Explanation:
To elect the root bridge in the LAN, first check the priority
value. The switch having the lowest priority will win the
election process. If Priority Value is the same then it checks
the MAC Address; the switch having the lowest MAC Address will
become the root bridge. In this case, switch C has the lowest
MAC Address so it becomes the root bridge.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Batch control reconciliation is a _____________________ (fill
the blank) control for mitigating risk of inadequate
segregation of duties.
A. Corrective
B. Preventative
C. Compensatory
D. Detective
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Batch control reconciliations is a compensatory control for
mitigating risk of inadequate segregation of duties.

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. SEVERITY
B. HOSTNAME
C. TIMESTAMP
D. MESSAGE
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/routers/access/wireless/s
oftware/guide/ SysMsgLogging.html
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